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Why attend this conference?

   Gain the practical skills, tools, and strategies to 
 overcome the latest recruitment challenges

    Understand what top calibre talent is looking for  
in an employer and leverage your brand

   Learn how to position your organisation in a prime  
spot to attract, recruit and retain premium talent

   Discover how to effectively utilise social media to  
enhance your employer brand and online presence  

Sourcing and onboarding premium  
talent for optimum business growth

In today’s highly competitive and candidate-driven 
market, effective recruitment is crucial to ensure  
we have the right people in the right roles, at the  
right time. The CIPD Recruitment Conference 2020 
has been designed to equip you with practical  
skills, tools, and strategies to overcome key 
recruitment challenges and make the most  
of the upcoming opportunities. 

Join us to hear from industry leaders and specialists 
to gain valuable insights on how to maximise the 
effectiveness of your resourcing and recruitment 
strategies. Position your organisation in a prime spot 
to attract, recruit and retain premium talent. 

CIPD  
Members 
save 10%
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12:40

Registration and morning refreshments
 
Chair’s welcome remarks 
Tony Vickers-Byrne, Chief Adviser for HR Practice, CIPD
 
Opening keynote: standing out against the competition to attract 
the best calibre of talent 
• Developing strong candidate relationship management, to improve relations  
   with current and future job candidates  
• Understanding what candidates are looking for and leveraging flexible working  
   benefits and alternatives to monetary rewards, to appeal to their needs  
Stephanie Houston, Senior Director Talent EMEA, WeWork

Case study: enhancing your candidate experience from sourcing to 
onboarding to maximise your retention rates 
• Identifying what makes a positive candidate experience throughout the   
   sourcing, interviewing, hiring and onboarding process 
• Measuring how positive your candidate experience currently is and identifying  
   room for improvement 
Gary Franklin, Head of Talent Acquisition, Wellcome Trust
 
Morning refreshments and networking

Case study: overcoming unconscious bias to facilitate a diverse, 
high-performing workforce  
• Recognising and become aware of unconscious bias and stereotyping, to  
   defeat its impact when recruiting   
• Identifying criteria in advance of making recruitment decisions so that bias  
   is minimised  
Caroline Waterfield, Assistant Director, NHS Employers 
Paul Deemer, Head of Diversity and Inclusion, NHS Employers
 
Case study: thriving in the Fourth Industrial Revolution – selecting 
talent for mindset  
Dan Hughes,  Director of International R&D, PSI 
Ali Shalfrooshan, Head of International Assessment R&D, PSI 
 
Networking lunch



13:40

14:20

15:10

15:40

16:20

16:50

Panel discussion: how can we proactively enhance our employer 
brand and attract a high calibre of talent? 
• Setting and aligning the organisation’s goals, in relation to your employer brand  
   and Employee Value Proposition 
• Applying data and analytics to measure your return on investment, ranking  
  and reputation as an employer to determine a candidate’s perception of your  
   employer brand  
Kerry Race, Head of Resourcing, Connect Group PLC 
Gill Hardy, Head of Executive Talent EMEA, WPP 
Eunice Clements-Tweedie, Senior Director Global Talent Acquisition,  
The LEGO Group
 
Case study: developing a unique EVP, culture, and organisational 
purpose to strengthen your attraction and retention rates  
• Identifying and driving your organisation’s values and tying them into your 
Employee Value Proposition 
• Measuring and improving your culture based on employee’s happiness rate 
Eunice Clements-Tweedie, Senior Director Global Talent Acquisition,  
The LEGO Group

Afternoon refreshments and networking 
 
Case study: transforming your resourcing initiative to drive a 
sustainable, agile, and inclusive business
• Utilising social media to promote your brand and support your recruitment  
   strategy 
• Creating an inclusive and diverse culture starting with your recruitment initiative  
Kerry Race, Head of Resourcing, Connect Group PLC
 
Case study: applying agile strategies to transform and strengthen 
your recruitment practice  
• Reasons why an Agile approach can transform recruitment for the better  
• How to take your first steps towards Agile recruitment 
Nick Burden, Global Head of Talent Acquisition, Imagination Technologies
 
Chair’s closing remarks 
Tony Vickers-Byrne, Chief Adviser for HR Practice, CIPD

Programme correct at time of print.
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